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Milk-Saver Review
 February 22, 2015

Milk! Creamy white goodness. 

Before I really get into this article, if you are my 5th grade teacher and you don't really want to read
 this, then please don't. This article is for the women out there who really would like to hear about
 Milk-Savers. We are going to get into letdowns and use words like "bra," "breast" and "nipple." If
 any of this made you squeamish, go ahead and find another post to read ;)
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MILK-SAVER IN THE CASE.

A Milk-Saver is a simple product you can slip into your bra or nursing tank to collect the milk that is
 released from the non-nursing side. For some women, that is nothing. Not a drop. For others it can
 be like Niagra Falls. I cannot say what is "normal." What is normal for one woman may not be
 normal for another! However your milk flows is "normal" for you!

I am slightly more towards the "Niagra Falls" end of the spectrum. When I get a letdown, I get a
 letdown on both sides at the same time. Milk squirts out of the non-nursing side. 
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I used to make sure I had a nursing pad in or a burp cloth handy to stuff in my bra. They would come
 out soaked. I'd wash 'em up and use 'em all over again the next day. 

During my first appointment with my lactation consultant, she suggested a Milk-Saver to me. I
 couldn't imagine a product like that actually collecting milk efficiently and honestly didn't want
 something else to wash. It is now that my baby is 5.5 month old that I am finally getting on board.
 They are easy and efficient.

Let's start by answering a few of your questions.

How do you use a Milk-Saver?

Simple: slide your saver in your bra or nursing tank
 on the non-nursing side. Your nipple pops through
 the hole in the back. As you leak, squirt or spray
 milk, it gets collected in the saver!

Does it actually work?! 

Yes. Surprising well, actually. I did not have a stray
 drop of milk anywhere except the very first time I used it. I forgot I was wearing the Milk-Saver. My
 baby fell asleep nursing so as I went to lay him down…I spilled all my milk! oops! That was the one
 and only time I spilled any of the milk. I guess you could say the learning curve is pretty quick :).
 Other than that one time, I have not had any leaks or spills from the saver.

How much mobility do you have when you wear it?

Just don't lean over and you won't spill the milk! We were fine nursing in a regular cradle hold and
 even a semi-reclined position. The Milk-Saver website says each saver holds 2.1 oz of milk. At
 most, I had 1.25 oz from a side and never had an issue with overflow or spillage (after the initial use,
 but that really was my fault!).

Do you have to have on a
 special bra?

Nope. Your regular bra, nursing tank top or however
 you keep your girls up should be just fine. My bras
 vary in tightness and I didn't have an issue with any
 of them. 
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Who needs a Milk-Saver?

From how much milk I collected, I actually feel bad
 about all that went down the drain before. If you
 letdown on both sides, or even if you leak from the
 non-nursing side while feeding, it might be worth it
 to try these out. Especially if you are at a point
 where you need every drop to fill your baby's
 tummy. 

What do YOU do with the extra
 milk?

I am blessed to be able to stay home with my baby
 and feed him on-demand. I have milk in the freezer
 and don't use it. I don't need more milk in little bags
 taking up space in my freezer. I have donated milk
 before and that is certainly an option. But listen, my
 baby is entering a teething stage so I have made some breast milk popsicles for him to use for
 teething. Soon he will start solid foods so I will use my extra milk to mix in with it. This is the
 perfect time for me to have a few extra oz's of fresh milk each day!  

How easy is the saver to clean?

Super simple. I rinse it between uses during the day. There are two pieces that come apart and go
 back together easily. Once each day I either run it through the dishwasher or hand wash it. Easy
 right? When I am out and about with my babes and during the nighttime I still use regular breast
 pads. 

One more thing...

Oh yeah, did I mention the case becomes a stand to hold your Milk-Saver? It is really convenient.
 When your baby falls asleep nursing, you can easily slide the saver out and set it upright in the stand
 while you lay your baby down. 

In summary:
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I can't say every woman should get one because we are all created so differently. Like I said before,
 there is no "normal" here. What is normal for you is "normal." We learn to do our best with the hand
 (or breasts) we got dealt. You may not leak a single drop on your non-nursing side, ever. Or you
 could be on the other end of the spectrum and let down completely on both sides at the same time. 

Wherever you are in your nursing journey,
 however your body and baby work
 together, if you think you need something
 to catch the milk on your non-nursing
 side, these have the green light from me. 

I really like my Milk-Saver. Breast pads
 usually can't hold all the milk I letdown on
 the non-nursing side and I leak right
 through my shirt. The Milk-
Saver saves me from lots of wet shirts and
 laundry. Sure, it adds one little step before
 and after a nursing session, but it hardly
 takes any time at all. 

The Milk-Saver is great to save every drop of liquid gold. Drops add up to mL's, which add uo to
 oz's. 

If you would like to learn more about the Milk-Saver, head on over to their website at Fairhaven
 Health. 

Also, feel free to check them out on Amazon. 

*Full Disclosure: Fairhaven Health sent me a Milk Saver to try and review. However, all opinions
are my own.

**No part of this article is intended to take the place of the advice of a trained medical professional.
 Please consult your doctor before making any changes to you health plan.

  Erin Dobesh /

YOU CAN SEE HOW SURPRISED I WAS BY HOW MUCH MILK WAS
 COLLECTED FROM THE NON-NURSING SIDE IN JUST ONE FEEDING! MY
 BABY IS NEARLY 6 MONTHS OLD AND I AM JUST NOW DISCOVERING
 THE MILK-SAVER. HOW MUCH MILK HAVE I WASHED DOWN THE
 DRAIN THE PAST 6 MONTHS?!
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